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Introduction: 
fears that failure to cost will bring 

failure to compensate

Concerns that costs will be imposed on disadvantaged 
stakeholders who will not be compensated

1. small holders and informal forest users will bear 
opportunity costs; 

2. REDD+ country institutions will bear implementation 
costs;

3. but because they are minor players without formal 
rights, their costs will not be recognized or 
compensated.
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Degree of entry into 
carbon market



Concerns around opportunity costs 

- The distribution of opportunity costs helps identify the 
groups most likely to suffer net costs from REDD+ and thus 
most likely to resist implementation

- Concerns about using standard estimates of opportunity 
costs to design REDD+ include:  

- distribution of opportunity costs reflects the current 
distribution of income, leading to conclusion that        
“the poor need to be compensated less” 

- challenge of overlapping rights and multiple users (with 
different opportunity costs) 

- do not account for ambiguous land tenure

- do not capture subsistence and other non-market use



Concerns around implementation costs

• Implementation costs were ignored or oversimplified in 
initial discussions about REDD+

• But increasingly recognized as significant  

• ‘Implementation costs’ = start-up and running costs of 
administration, actions to reduce deforestation or forest 
degradation, MRV, institutional arrangements, FPIC and  
direct payments

• Concerns include

• hidden costs of REDD+ for government 

• NGOs either siphoning funds for non-carbon objectives or 
subsidizing REDD+ to ensure successful launch

Both leading to sustainability/commitment  problems
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Types of institutions 
implementing REDD+

- Large number of institutions involved in implementation

- Most from civil society (60/139) and government (43/139)

- Only 19/139 from the private (for-profit) sector

But,

- In initiatives that have sold credits, 37% are private sector 
and no government institutions are involved

- In the 4 expired initiatives, 33% were government 



The percentage of each type of SFM practiced 
by different stakeholder institution types 
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The percentage composition per type for 
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Challenging the notions of REDD+ 
as i) a centralizing force 

ii) a polycentric arrangement 

 Subnational institutions are highly involved in 
implementation - particularly in Brazil

 Only 4 initiatives in Brazil and Tanzania have no national 
institutions significantly involved

 Polycentricism  - does this increase or reduce transaction 
costs?

 Hollow core – many SNIs have no ‘significant’ village level 
institutions 

 SNIs that are selling credits or are certified have no village 
institutions and a lower %  of subnational institutions 



The percentage of each type and level of stakeholder 
institution that is burden-sharing versus those that are 

covering their costs
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High level of subsidization: many are 
prepared to share the cost burden

Many institutions are subsidizing REDD+ particularly:  

 More than half of government institutions (56%)

 84% of subnational government institutions incurring 
more costs than benefits from involvement in REDD+

Motivation for covering costs in the early stages

 To build readiness? 

 To generate non carbon benefits?

 To meet climate mitigation commitments?

But is this support ‘crowding in’ or ‘crowding out’ non-state 
investment? 



Only some lenses on 
opportunity costs bring costs to 

smallholders into focus

 Elicited opinions on which stakeholder groups will 
bear the greatest opportunity cost of REDD+

• Greatest = highest financial cost, or

• Greatest = largest number of people affected

 When define ‘greatest’ in terms of financial value, 
respondents cite large scale land users

 When define ‘greatest’ in terms of number of 
people, respondents cite small scale users

 Reminder that REDD+ must be designed to 
provide incentives as well as compensation





Denying benefits to those without legal rights 

will disproportionately affect certain groups

 High level of uncertainty over legality of land uses

 Land uses affecting greatest number of people tend to 
be illegal 

 Higher value land uses tend to be clearly legal

 BUT high value land uses are exclusively legal (with no 
ambiguity) in fewer than half of the initiatives

 Problematic for benefit sharing system based entirely 
on land use



Conclusions: implications for the 
design of REDD+

 Concerns around costs do play out in GCS sites

 Need to understand the motivations and incentives 
facing these actors  - not always about covering costs or 
generating a profit

 Need to consider multiple perspectives on incidence of 
costs and recognize inherent biases

 GCS data illustrate the challenges of characterizing 
target groups for benefit-distribution systems 

 Make distribution of costs and ways of calculating 
transparent in order to design ‘fair’ benefit sharing 
systems

 Has value for programs and processes beyond REDD+. 



Thank you!

http://www.cifor.org/redd-benefit-sharing/
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